There are 3 billion workers in the world of which increasingly too many will not have the skills needed to land full-time employment.

Traditional knowledge transfer cannot cope with the rapid pace of change.
Solution – Creator AVR Fast Knowledge Builder

Fast Knowledge revolution: From 1 Month to 1 Hour to create an AVR Knowledge App

User-generated AVR content - Empowers Non-Technical users to easily create AVR content

Faster Learning – Learn more with less, less time and less money

Greater Level Of Engagement – Experience-based discovery, awakens curiosity for learning

Exploration, Performance and Assessment Mode – End - User can explore interactive AVR learning applications or being assessed by engaging in AVR challenges where they have to identify, locate, build, and answer to quizzes
About EON Reality
Leader in VR AR based Knowledge transfer
EON Reality has based on +18 years of R&D become the world leader in VR based Knowledge Transfer in Industry, Education, and Edutainment with >450 industry customers, >400 academic organizations, & 55 government partners.